
UN SACCO 2021

CANDIDATES

SUMMARY AGENDA



Dear members
On the 3rd of March 2021, we announced to you the candidate who were successfully vetted in a process that was 

concluded on the 13th February 2021.

Below is a compilation of their agenda that they would like to accomplish during their tenure 2021-2024.

We wish you the best as you choose your leaders 

For vetting committee

Committee Members
1. Patrick Wokorach

            Chairperson

2. Olive Nakajjigo  

             Member

3. Rosemary Alweny

             Member

VETTING COMMITTIEE



It is with great honour that I submit my interest to become the Chairperson of 

UN-SACCO executive committee for 2021-2022. I bring in my rich experience, 

knowledge, passion and interest obtained from serving on various committees, 

associations and boards of various organizations including our own Sacco where I 

currently serve as Chairperson. Investments and Research committee. I have 

excellent interpersonal Negotiation, coordination and team-building skills that I 

Pledge to bring to the SACCO governance. If given the opportunity I pledge to 

bring on board TRANPARENCY, ACCOUNTABILITY AND INCLUSIVE 

REPRESENTATION. I believe in supporting the current members to fully utilize 

our services, networking and encouraging more members to join and increasing 

members’ value & benefits by ensuring the SACCO remains profitable through 

 Masters in Local Governance and Human Rights-UMU

Bachelor of Arts in social sciences Political Science 

International Relations-MUK Certificate in Conflict 

Resolution and Management-MSTCDC-ARUSHA

MS. JOYCE MAUREEN 
ACHOM

CHAIRPERSON

Together we shall give UNS- SACCO a new strategic direc-

tion and turn it into ‘a leading SACCO promoting Members’ 

prosperity for generations.

FOR TRANPARENCY, ACCOUNTABILITY 

AND 

INCLUSIVE REPRESENTATION

DR MUGAGGA KAGGWA

Dr  Mugagga Kaggwa is a Health Management professional with 14 

years of International Civil Service in the UN under World Health Organiza-

tion. I have served in the Unit of Disease Prevention and Control fighting 

Malaria, Non-Communicable Diseases (NCDs), HIV, Hepatitis and Tubercu-

losis.

I have provided voluntary management support to CSOs, NGOs and 

SACCOs by executing various functions on their boards. For example, I have 

served on the following boards under various positions: Kasana Luweero 

Diocesan Health Board; Churches United Against HIV &amp; AIDS in 

Africa (CUAHA); African Social Development and Health Initiative 

(ASDHI); Inter-Religious Council of Uganda (IRCU); United Nations Staff 

SACCO, Uganda. 

I am purpose driven and offer service above self in pursuit of benefits for all.

I, therefore, present myself for election to the position of Chairperson of our 

SACCO, to consolidate the gains made so far and to propel the SACCO to 

greater heights. 

All members must enjoy the benefits of pooled financial resources at 

affordable interest rates. 

“Together, we are stronger”.



VICE CHAIRPERSON

MRS JUDI AJALO EMORUT ERONGOT

Masters Public Administration and 

Management, master LLM Interna-

tional Law and Human Rights. 

Bachelor of Arts Literature and 

Communication and bachelors in 

LLB

I am honoured to request the noble members of the UNSACCO to permit me to represent the SACCO as a Vice Chair person 2021-2024

I have been a vice chairperson. I have learned a lot on how to profitably sustain the UNSACCO. I come with an understanding of curing the rigidities of the commercial 

banks. I promise to use this knowledge to guide the management of the SACCO and protect the member interest. I have skills in growing small savings groups to 

SACCOs. I have legal knowledge in commercial transactions which includes SACCOs. Before I joined the UN SACCO, I was a member of Luzira Full Gospel Merry 

Go Round small savings for women where I provided financial literacy to the group members to date the group has a financial capital of over 40,000,000= after starting 

from a small savings group of 10,000=. The group has been connected to Uganda Post Bank where they can afford a bigger loan. The group’s social capital is used as 

collateral. Most recent are the different Adolescent and Youth Savings Groups and Women which have grown their capital and qualified to join SACCO like Moyo and 

Adjumani. 

Human Rights Based Approach to SACCO Governance and Representation is my motto I strongly believe in 

working consultatively to make UNASCCO a leading SACCO where  affordable credit facilities are a norm. 

Vote Judi

RIGHTS BASED RESPONSE TO THE MEMBERS NEED



MRS  KATONGOLE SARAH KASOZI

TREASURER

Board membership requires commitment and dependability in meeting member’s expectations. As treasurer, I 

will promote transparency, accountability, and fairness in the UNS SACCO, while contributing to improved 

business performance, effectiveness of the board and protecting shareholder’s rights.



COMMITTE MEMBERS

MS NABIRYO KAKEETO PROSSY

I am Prossy Nabiryo Kakeeto, working with UNDP. I hold a Bachelors Degree in Commerce (MUK), a 

Masters Degree in Financial Management (UMI), and CIPFA (UK), with vast knowledge of managing financ-

es. I am aspiring to serve as a committee member of the UNS-SACCO for the 2 nd term. I am a member of 

the UNS-SACCO since the year 2012 and I have been serving our SACCO for the last 2 years on both the 

Credit and Lending committee, and the Finance and Risk committee. During my term, I have served the 

SACCO by overseeing the effectiveness and administration of credit- related policies, I am part of the com-

mittee that has revised the Finance and Risk manual, reviewed the Risk Register, assessment, and approval of 

loan disbursements, follow up on UNDP staff savings remittances to the UNS- SACCO

With my experience and passion to serve, I believe I am a great asset to our SACCO and will ensure that 

internal controls are operating effectively, provide analytical support in areas where it’s needed, increase 

financial performance of our SACCO and take it to greater heights as already envisaged currently..

By voting we add our voice to the chorus that forms opinions and the basis for actions (Jens

Stoltenberg)



Dear Colleagues, I greet you in the name of the Almighty. I also join you to thank God/Allah for saving us 

from all sorts of challenges that took away most of our close friends. I come to you earnestly to request for 

your vote once again to serve on the executive of Our SACCO one more term. I have been your General 

Secretary and during my tenure, I managed to work hard with other colleagues to ensure that our SACCO gets 

proper Policies, tight systems, and checks and balances were put into practice. I managed to introduce very 

many good practices in areas such as HR management, procurement, and Accountability for resources. I also 

worked hard to bring to book all those who committed Fraud, and I --want it to take root; ALL THIS TO 

SECURE OUR SAVINGS AND SHARES. In my next term of service, I want to make our SACCO fraud 

proof, seal all loopholes for financial and other leakages, and ensure that staff are motivated, committed, and 

rewarded for value. I will ensure that Members become the Real Bosses of the SACCO COMPLETELY. I will 

also promote good relations between SACCO management and Members, while promoting Efficiency, 

Respect for Diversity, Professionalism, and a Symbiotic relationship without our UNSSACCO Family. I will

use my last term in serving you to erase the word corruption, and Fraud from our SACCO, and ensure that We 

all exist for US, while supporting our common good.

Please Vote Mutabazi Edward to further enhance and “Secure Our Savings and Shares.

COMMITTE MEMBERS

MR MUTABAZI  EDWARD



COMMITTE MEMBERS

MS LETASI DORCAS AVINYIA

Board membership requires commitment and dependability in meeting member’s expectations. As treasurer, I 

will promote transparency, accountability, and fairness in the UNS SACCO, while contributing to improved 

business performance, effectiveness of the board and protecting shareholder’s rights.

My name is Letasi Dorcas Avinyia currently working with UNESCO and an active member of the 

SACCO. Am offering to serve as a Committee Member on the UNS SACCO BOD with the view of 

providing an objective eye and voice to the team and an ear for the members.

I believe in the growth of our SACCO and expansion of the quality and quantity of its services to all 

Members. This is an investment we are making for our development and our future therefore it's critical 

that we nurture it and guard our investments well. I pledge to offer the best of my time and services to the 

betterment of the members and the SACCO as an entity.

I encourage you to vote for me so that together we can achieve more.

Thank you in Advance.

Be Blessed

Dorcas Letasi Avinyia



COMMITTE MEMBERS

MR PAUL DANIEL KAWANGUZI

Responsibility is a talent and has driven me to offer myself to serve as a committee member of the UN 

SACCO which I have been part of since 2017. I choose to serve this great institution at a difficult time when 

the economics are not favoring growth but the need to be more strategic at all levels is paramount. This would 

help push the agenda.I come along with a wealth of experience in financial management at top levels and with 

no doubt, a good understanding of SACCO operations. Choosing the right team committed to serving the 

interest of SACCO membership without compromising the basic principles will foster growth and move us to 

greater levels. At the end of my dedicated service as a committee member, I commit to be accountable to you



COMMITTE MEMBERS

MR LAWRENCE SSENKUBUGE 

I am a professional Science teacher with work experience of 30 years. Born in a family of 8, I   and 7 siblings 

were Educated with savings in a teachers SACCO singly by my mother.  I was thus inspired to join a teachers’ 

SACCO on qualifying as a teacher.  Consequently I have been a member of that SACCO 30 years. I have learnt 

that a lot can be achieved by saving a little at a time.  I emphasize the need for walking the talk than merely 

talking; I initiated a teacher’s savings scheme in one of the prominent schools where I was teaching. I am a 

passionate advocate for saving as an avenue for personal development and a mentor for people who are new or 

don’t have experience in SACCOs. Joining the UN family as a UNDP consultant opened yet another door, The 

UNSSACCO. This has rekindled my passion for personal and other people’s development.  My way of life is: 

Save first, spend later, sacrifice today enjoy tomorrow. There is power in saving before enjoying.

My main Agenda if elected to the Board will be the promotion of investment through peer savers mentoring. 

Where members shall benchmark fellow members and beneficiaries from other SACCOs’ progress of projects 

developed with resources attained from saving in SACCOs so as to initiate themselves into  saving financed 

investments. I will do this in addition to supporting our SACCO the UNSACCO to register further success.



COMMITTE MEMBERS

MR WATIIRA JAMES  WAKOKO 

UNSACCO GREAT FAMILY, I SALUTE you all.

Am James Wakoko Watiira,a dedicated member of UNSACCO since 2010.I formerly worked with WFP and 

Unicef Uganda,I have dedicated my career mostly in Logistics and Procurement, I am a qualified member of 

CILT (UK)  I hold a Bachelor’s degree in Procurement and Logistics, an International diploma in Logistics and 

Transport(UK) and Post Graduate diploma in management(UMI).I believe with my expertise and skills,I would 

fit well within UNSACCO BOARD given my shared values and keen interest in the success of UNSACCO.

 My desire is to work with others in steering the UNSacco to greater heights. If elected to the board, I wish to 

contribute to the strategic growth in both savings and loan portfolios and make UNSACCO an institution of 

choice for members and their families. Am committed to be an active member, be responsive to the member’s 

needs, and continue to contribute to the achieving the mission of UNSACCO Uganda.

I DO VALUE YOUR VOTE.  VOTE WATIIRA WAKOKO !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

slogan  ‘SAVING TOGETHER AND GROWING TOGETHER’



COMMITTE MEMBERS

MR DANIEL OMODO

Daniel has over 21 years of work experience in: - programme/ project development; project management 

(implementation, monitoring and evaluation); policy analysis and advice; partnership development and coordi-

nation and knowledge building and management. This experience has been gained from 13 years of work with 

the United Nations (Development Programme) and 7.5 years with Government particularly Lira Municipal 

Council Local Government. He holds a Master of Science (Environment and natural resources) and a Bachelor 

of Science (Forestry Degrees from Makerere University Kampala in addition to several other certificate qualifi-

cations.  He has demonstrated ability to provide expert leadership in programme development, implementation, 

monitoring and evaluation large, medium and small teams and within a multicultural environment. He is an 

expert in sustainable environment and natural resources management, climate change adaptation and mitigation, 

renewable energy technologies and disaster risk management. He has good knowledge about the United 

Nations, other Multi lateral and bilateral development partners as well as government and nongovernment 

policies and legislations related to his area of expertise.



COMMITTE MEMBERS

DR   TENYWA EMMANUEL KAYIIRA KIZITO

Dear Gallant members of UNS-SACCO, I am Dr Tenywa Emmanuel Kayiira, I work with the World Health

Organisation at the country office. I have been a member of the UNS-SACCO for over 10 years and I have

enjoyed the benefits of the UNS-SACCO over time and through this period I have noted what is needed to

make our SACCO more attractive and vibrant so as to be the best SACCO in the country and region.

I am standing for board member of UNS-SACCO with a rich background in investment, strategic planning,

experience in management and leadership among other attributes that one must have to ably make

contribution to any organisational growth and development. I have noted the low membership of our

UNS-SACCO in Uganda, there are over 3000 UN Staff but less than half are Members of the UNS-SACCO.

Therefore, there is room for growth. Enhanced capacity building, awareness creation on benefits,

encouragement to save and active participation in the SACCO affairs are some of the ways to grow our

SACCO and meet member’s social and economic needs. There are also some challenges that needs to be

overcome, such as loan amount limitations, failure to recover some loans, poor member participation,

and withdrawal of some member’s amongst others.

As a board member I will ensure that all the above issues are addressed and also make easy access of

loans through using collateral substitutes like, individual guarantors, group guarantee, deposited savings

and immovable properties houses to enable more equitable access loans.



COMMITTE MEMBERS

DR   TENYWA EMMANUEL KAYIIRA KIZITO

Responsibility is a talent and has driven me to offer myself to serve as a committee member of the UN 

SACCO which I have been part of since 2017. I choose to serve this great institution at a difficult time when 

the economics are not favoring growth but the need to be more strategic at all levels is paramount. This would 

help push the agenda.I come along with a wealth of experience in financial management at top levels and with 

no doubt, a good understanding of SACCO operations. Choosing the right team committed to serving the 

interest of SACCO membership without compromising the basic principles will foster growth and move us to 

greater levels. At the end of my dedicated service as a committee member, I commit to be accountable to you

COMMITTE MEMBERS

MS EYORU ROSE

I present myself as an exceptional candidate  for the Position of UN SACCO Uganda Board Member on 

the grounds of my rich knowledge, experience, leadership capabilities and trust. SACCOs are develop-

ment initiatives. My background and experience in Development Management, Development Studies, 

Monitoring and Evaluation, Project Planning and Management and leadership amply prepared me for 

such a position; along with on the job training in Financial Management for non- Finance managers. I 

have successfully managed several projects at Country, Sub Office and other levels and ensured not 

only successful performance but good audit  and project evaluation reports for nearly fifteen years 

within the UN. 

 My interest in serving as a Board member is to build on the gains made by the SACCO – current and 

past leaders and staff, protect and promote member interests, promote transparency and accountability, 

strengthen systems where necessary, expand member social capital within the SACCO, ensure growth 

of the SACCO to unprecedented levels; promote participation of women in leadership and decision 

making positions; besides  making the UN SACCO a leading SACCO in Uganda! I  therefore need 

your support! Your vote counts and together we can! Vote Rose, vote Eyoru, vote Rose Eyoru. 



COMMITTE MEMBERS

DR   TENYWA EMMANUEL KAYIIRA KIZITO
SUPERVISORY COMMITTE

MS  ATUHAIRE JENESTA

Am Jenesta Atuhaire Nuwagaba, Accountant by profession. I have bachelors and Master’s degree in Busi-

ness Administration majoring in Finance. Am perusing a certification in Audit management. I have been a 

member of UN SACCO  close to ten years. I have above 500 shares in UNSACCO, am a members of 

Naziga Green homes.

I committee to serve as trustee to the SACCO Members and safe guard member savings.  This I will do by 

engaging in close supervision of  member savings through reviewing budgets and proposed expenditures of  

the SACCO and then advise the board and management accordingly. In addition I will engage in overseeing 

the UNS-SACCO Board and provide an independent report to the members where necessary.

I believe I have the most adequate capability to provide advisory leadership to the management of UNSAC-

CO. This is because I have unchallenged integrity and honesty during my close to two decades of dedicated 

and  committed service in the UN financial system. My inter-personal and good communication skills have 

been the cornerstone of my unchallenged performance in the UN financial management system. This is 

evidenced by my good engagement with UN staff at Headquarters NEW York and at Regional offices Addis 

Ababa and Istanbul in financial management on different projects. I supervise an annual portfolio of close 

to 50million US dollars, which I have successfully performed by anchoring on my good advisory and 

analytical  skills.

Drawing from my above strength I believe am one of the best candidates for the Advisory Committee 

member.

I look forward to positive vetting feedback.

Yours faithfully,

Jenesta Atuhaire Nuwagaba.



SUPERVISORY COMMITTE

MR WOMASALI BERNARD

Experienced finance professional and skilled problem solver with over 20 years of progressive experience in 

finance, accounting, auditing, budgeting, financial analysis and financial reporting. An honest, reliable and 

results oriented person who aims at creating process efficiencies, effectiveness and cost savings. 

I promise to ensure accountability and transparency in delivering services for the benefit of the members. I am 

best suited to work on the Supervisory Board of UNS-SACCO to ensure members’ funds are well managed. 



I greet you all in the name of our almighty God. My Name is Brian Mwinamura and I have been nominated to 

the Supervisory Committee of the UNS-SACCO Governance body 2021-2024. Currently working with 

UNWOMEN as a Finance Associate for the last 9 years, I am a holder of a Bachelor of Commerce degree 

(MUK) and a member of ACCA. I bring to UNS-SACCO my expertise of over 15years of Auditing, accounting, 

and financial management to UNS-SACCO to steer it to the next level. I am therefore requesting you  to support 

my bid and passion to serve you and UNS-SACCO.

SUPERVISORY COMMITTE

MR GABDIOZA MWINAMURA BRIAN



Sustainable development and humanitarian response professional with twelve years (12) experience in 

program design, planning and coordination, supervision and management, monitoring and Evaluation, 

budgeting, assessments and reporting for various program interventions with UN AGENCIES, private 

sector and INGOs in resilience, livelihoods, food systems, human capital development, nutrition, social 

protection and climate change adaptation; specific interventions include Financial inclusion and humanitari-

an cash transfers, Vouchers, Mobile Financial Services, food aid management, Asset creation &amp; liveli-

hoods and recovery and Nutrition support (kitchen garden improvement, supplementary feeding and Mother 

Child Health), village savings/credit and loaning associations and psychosocial counselling and palliative 

care in HIV/AIDS projects. Wide knowledge of and incorporation of cross cutting issues such as protection, 

accountability to affected populations, gender and conflict-sensitive approaches– into programming. Work-

ing with refugees, displaced people, drought affected people, orphans and vulnerable children and war 

affected people in Uganda, Southern Sudan and Rwanda. I have therefore developed diverse experience in 

managing and coordinating relief/emergency and developmental activities in a complex and multicultural 

environment in Uganda and oversees.

SUPERVISORY COMMITTE

MR MBOGHA NGELESE JOHNSON



END

Dear Gallant members of UNS-SACCO, I am Dr Tenywa Emmanuel Kayiira, I work with the World Health

Organisation at the country office. I have been a member of the UNS-SACCO for over 10 years and I have

enjoyed the benefits of the UNS-SACCO over time and through this period I have noted what is needed to

make our SACCO more attractive and vibrant so as to be the best SACCO in the country and region.

I am standing for board member of UNS-SACCO with a rich background in investment, strategic planning,

experience in management and leadership among other attributes that one must have to ably make

contribution to any organisational growth and development. I have noted the low membership of our

UNS-SACCO in Uganda, there are over 3000 UN Staff but less than half are Members of the UNS-SACCO.

Therefore, there is room for growth. Enhanced capacity building, awareness creation on benefits,

encouragement to save and active participation in the SACCO affairs are some of the ways to grow our

SACCO and meet member’s social and economic needs. There are also some challenges that needs to be

overcome, such as loan amount limitations, failure to recover some loans, poor member participation,

and withdrawal of some member’s amongst others.

As a board member I will ensure that all the above issues are addressed and also make easy access of

loans through using collateral substitutes like, individual guarantors, group guarantee, deposited savings

and immovable properties houses to enable more equitable access loans.


